OFI Invest US Equity
EQUITIES • USA • GROWTH AND VALUE

Managers with complementary profiles
OFI Invest US Equity is invested mainly in
uS equities of all market caps. The fund
consists of three investment management
mandates delegated to partners having
complementary management styles: Kinetics
aM (Mid and Large Cap Value), Baron capital
(Small and Midcap Growth), and Edgewood
Management LLc (Large Cap Growth).

Characteristics
ISIN cOdES
EUR: I-share: LU0185495818
R-share: LU0185495495
H-share: LU0329668023
USD: I-share: LU0185496204
R-share: LU0185495735

« Growth »

LEGaL fORM
Sub-fund of a UCITS V-compliant Luxembourg SICAV
INcEPTION daTE
27 May 2004, regulated by the CSSF

OfI asset Management’s fund selection
team chooses and monitors its managers
and conducts a dynamic allocation between
mandates. The team has almost 20 years of
experience in this area.

cuRRENcY
Euro or dollar
MaRKETING auThORISaTION
AMF, 30 July 2004

« Value »

The portfolio consists mainly of solid growth
stocks with a long-term investment horizon
and value stocks, which oﬀer considerable
upside potential based on their net asset
value.

VaLuaTION fREquENcY
Daily
aSSET MaNaGEMENT cOMPaNY
OFI Lux - Delegation: OFI AM

caPITaLISaTION

dISTRIBuTION POLIcY
Capitalisation
ONGOING chaRGE
I-share: 1.27% • R-share: 2.11% • H-share: 1.27 %
(last ﬁscal year, December 2018)

OFI Invest US Equity aims to outperform
the S&P 500 over a time horizon of at least
ﬁve years.

OuTPERfORMaNcE fEES
10% of returns over the benchmark
SRRI*

(1)

For more information: www.stoxx.com
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« Growth »
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Lower risk,
potentially lower reward

Sophie BIGEaRd
Head of fund analysis
and selection department

Risks

• A multi-manager fund combining three
conviction-based strategies: high alpha, multicap, and multi-styles

• Capital loss
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OfI aM

Senior analyst

Advantages
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Management team

• OFI AM adds a considerable amount of value
in selecting US managers
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Higher risk,
potentially higher reward

• Equity
• Small- and mid-cap (Baron Capital)
• Currency (USD)

• Regular monitoring of mandates by the OFI
AM multi-management team

Current investment team, subject to change. For more information, visit www.ofi-am.fr • *Synthetic risk and reward indicator (SRRI) is an indicator going from 1 to 7 and corresponding to increasing risk levels. Risk and performance category indicated in this document is subject to change.
This category is determined by the application of a regulatory methodology. For more details about this methodology, please refer to the Key investor information document (KIID).

Click here to download the reporting
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Click here to access the prospectus

Investment partners

Investment process
OFI Asset Management selects its partners, manages the allocation, monitors mandate performance, and manages
risks.

uS large and mid caps
• An independent investment management firm established in 1996
• Based in New York
• Headcount: 50 persons (including 18 managers)
• AuM: $5bn (as of 30 June 2018)
Strategy: Value
Active Value-type management, specialising in event-driven and recovery stories

uS small and mid caps
• An independent investment management firm established in 1982
• Based in New York
• Headcount: 85 persons (including 26 managers)
• AuM: $28bn (as of 30 June 2018)

THREE SOURCES OF PERFORMANCES

MANAGER
SELECTION

STRATEGIC
ALLOCATION

TACTICAL
ALLOCATION

Identifying the best conviction-based
managers and boutiques using
qualitative and quantitative methods.

Setting portfolio weightings by styles
and market caps, based on certain
macroeconomic scenarios
(conclusions of OFI Allocation
Committee, which meets quarterly).

Constantly adjusting the portfolio
to market shifts (by hedging it or
tapping into rallies) through liquid
instruments on organised markets.

Manager performance

allocation between uS managers

dynamic allocation of flows

Type of management: Growth
Bottom-up management that seeks to identify niche activities or sectors with
considerable growth potential at attractive prices

OFI INVEST US EQUITY

uS large caps
• An independent investment management firm established in 1974
• Based in New York
• Headcount: 32 persons (including 11 managers)
• AuM: $26bn (as of 31 March 2018)

Risk control

fund monitoring

Monitoring of positions and risk control
through an independent risk
management team.

Consistency with investment directives.

Type of management: Growth

Monitoring of performances

Bottom-up strategy seeking out solid growth stocks with a long-term horizon

This is a promotional document intended solely for professional and non-professional
clients as defined in the Markets in financial Instruments directive, and should not be
given to the end client. It may not be used for any other purpose than that for which it
has been designed and may not be reproduced, distributed or communicated to third
parties in part or in full without the prior written authorisation of OFI Asset Management.
No information contained in this document may be interpreted as having any contractual value. This document is produced
purely for illustrative purposes. It constitutes a presentation prepared and produced by OFI Asset Management based on
sources that it considers reliable. The fund/s mentioned in this document has/have been approved by the AMF or the CSSF
and are authorised for distribution in France and in other countries where the law authorises this. Before making any

Real-time access to the portfolio
Monitoring of investment constraints
(regulatory and specific)

investment, potential investors should verify whether they are legally entitled to subscribe for the fund in question. Potential
subscribers must be provided with the relevant KIID before making any subscription. The operating rules, risk and reward
profile, and fees relating to investments in a fund are set out in the fund’s KIID. The KIID and latest periodical reports are
available on request from OFI Asset Management. OFI Asset Management reserves the right to modify the information
presented in this document at any time and without notice. OFI Asset Management may not be held liable for any decision
made or not made based on information contained in this document, or the use that may be made thereof by a third party.
In the event that a fund is subject to a particular tax treatment, it should be noted that such treatment depends on the
individual situation of each client and may be subject to change in the future.

OFI Asset Management • 22 rue vernier 75017 Paris • Tel: + 33 1 40 68 17 17 • Fax: + 33 1 40 68 17 18 • www.ofi-am.fr • S.A. with board of directors with a capital of €42,000,000, listed in the Paris Trade and Companies
Register under the number: 384 940 342 • Portfolio management company approved by the AMF (the French Financial Markets Authority) under the number: GP 92-12 • Intracommunity vAT No: FR 51384940342 • APE 6630 Z

COnTACT
+33 (0)1 40 68 17 17
contact@ofi-am.fr
Follow us!

